Hawaiian Appliqué
QUILT & CUSHION PATTERNS
Hula Girl Quilts offers Hawaiian appliqué patterns and other quality products ideally suited to the quilting
enthusiast. We aim to provide stimulating short-term projects that make accessible, in our modern era, the
calmness and centeredness that Hawaiian quilting has traditionally provided for well over a century.
Do you remember cutting snowflakes and paper-cuts out of folded paper as a kid? Hawaiian appliqué patterns
essentially use that same method, but with flower and leaf motifs as the end result. Hawaiian aapliqué is one of
the easiest th execute of the appliqué styles, as it is merely a matter of stitching one long seam-line. This
technique is also used in Baltimore Album blocks.
ho'okumu / “Beginnings”
Hula Girl Quilts' first (and appropriately titled!) product offering in a variable pattern that can be used as a large
or small cushion cover, wall hanging, quilt block or tablecloth. Three sizes are included, ranging from 18”x18”
to 36”x36”.
pohai wahine / “Circle of Sisters”
This larger pattern is variable from a 60”x60” crib quilt or wall hanging to a 60”x90” twin bed quilt. A lei
border adds a special touch to either size project, creating a strong frame for the central hibiscus-flower pattern.
Mele Kalikimaka / “Yuletide Stocking”
Looking for a short-term quilting project to create some unique holiday gifts? Consider this Hawaiian-style
Christmas stocking pattern, based on holly flowers and berries. Just appliqué, quilt, and hang by the fireside!
naupaka ho'opili / “Reunited”
This cushion/block variable pattern is based on the naupaka kahakai (scaevola serica) plant, a shoreline shrub.
This succulent plant is characterized by it's thick leathery leaves and fragrant split “half-flower” and is
associated with a Hawaiian legend of two separated lovers.
lei 'ilima /” 'ilima Garland”
This block/tablecloth patterns gets it's inspiration from the flower that is very special to the people of the island
of Oahu with it's heart-shaped leaves and bright yellow flowers. An 'ilima garland is highly prized from ancient
times, particularly for it's medicinal purposes, and at one time could only be worn by the ali'i. It takes about
1000 flowers to make one garland!

Please do not hesitate to get in touch!
Larger images of all patterns on the next page!

Mahalo!
hularagana@gmail.com

